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ABSTR ACT
We now witness an upsurge in mainstream generative design tools fortified by simulation that
speed up the concealed linear synthesis of optimized design alternatives. In pursuit of optimality,
these tools saturate local machines or cloud servers with analysis and design iteration data, only to
discard it once the procedure has concluded. Largely absent, however, are tools for an active, adaptive relationship with design exploration and the reuse of corresponding design data and metadata.
In Pattern Making and Pattern Learning, we propose that these characteristics are mutually beneficial.
This paper presents a series of revisions to the optimization framework for routine design
synthesis that examine a potential symbiosis between the production of large datasets (big data)
and non-routine practices of making in design. Our engagement with iterative design exercises is
twofold: as a supply of computer-generated design information to foster user intuition and explore
the design space on non-objective terms, and as a supply of human-generated design information to
learn artifacts of user preference in the interest of design software personalization. These concepts
are applied to the generation of functionally graded patterning in chair design, combining methods
of physical production with programmable sheet material behavior through a custom interactive
synthesis framework.
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Functionally graded sheet material
patterning outputs from Pattern
Making and Pattern Learning.

INTRODUCTION
The unprecedented availability and intensity of computational
resources have enabled a transformation in design-oriented
technology configured around a low-hanging emphasis on
optimization. This availability has excited a recent production of
“generative design” tools and utilities underpinned by a simulation-driven and computationally self-contained methodology for
linear design synthesis. While current mainstream generative
design software tools can synthesize high-performing alternatives through goal-driven optimization, they discount the benefits
awarded by iteration. As this trend lingers in the design ideology
of commercial software providers, it provides an incentive to
identify the consequences of allowing optimization to serve
as a proxy for the design process and to produce strategies for
a more active, adaptive relationship with design exploration.
Needed now are rigorous multidisciplinary investigations to help
guide these trajectories.
To better exploit existing innovations for the advancement of
generative design tools in non-routine design, a reconsideration of the rhetoric between designer and software is critical.
However, the research enabling that rhetoric is both daunting
and obscure, typically ambitious in scope and demanding in
terms of developmental and computational resources. When
rearticulating generative design as an active, constructive
process, the assumptions justifying the use of optimization techniques must also be reviewed and the techniques amended. The
following work suggests advancing non-routine design in computational tools by first sliding back the starting line for problem
fixedness and process linearity as already drawn by commercial
generative design software, and predicating the iteration and
retention of structured design datasets. Specifically, this investigation asks the question: how should the existing optimization
framework for routine design synthesis be retailored to support
and leverage the embodied learning and development of intuition inherent to design as an iterative exercise?

BACKGROUND
It is first important to acknowledge the taxonomy of design
practices differently affected when harnessing optimization
strategies to achieve them. What differentiates the unfolding of
design tasks is the presence or absence of a priori information
relevant to the constraints and contexts of a design problem. In
his seminal Introduction: Computation and Creativity, John S. Gero
(1994) introduces two classes for design, routine and nonroutine,
to clarify this differentiation. In routine design, all variables that
define the intended structure and behavior of a solution are
known a priori; no new variables enter the design during the
process (Figure 2). The design process is then tantamount to
selecting the appropriate variables and finding values to produce
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Processes of routine design and non-routine design relative to contemporary
design optimization software tools.

desired behaviors, i.e., routine design can be cast as an optimization problem.
The second class, nonroutine design, occurs when all variables
defining structure and behavior are not known in advance, nor
are the processes necessary to produce them. Here, the focus
shifts from optimization strategies to processes for gradually
introducing new information into the existing variable structure,
thereby changing the problem and its viable solutions (Figure 2).
In nonroutine design this condition is what impels feedback and
iteration as tools for the discovery, exploration, and procurement
of this information. However, in the absence of feedback, many
computational tools resign to either magnify pre-existing design
tendencies—compounding, encouraging, and proliferating inbred
methods of work—or reduce the design process to studied quantifiable optimizations, in the fashion of a black box.
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The limitations begot by this black box condition have motivated
several research institutions to develop methods for integrating
external inputs into the design optimization process. The
Engineering Design and Computing Laboratory at ETH Zurich
focuses on developing cutting-edge models, methods, and tools
for computational design synthesis and optimization. They have
greatly advanced techniques for creating and improving the
quality of design representation models for performance-driven
generative design, typically for engineering applications. Such
investigations include the development of robust parametric
input models to describe design intent and graph-based
ontologies for problem representation in computational design
synthesis among other studies (Shea, Aish, and Gourtovaia 2005;
Münzer, Helms, and Shea 2013).
The work of MIT’s Digital Structures Group has strongly
promoted strategies for design guidance through interactive
structural optimization, for example, by integrating human input
with adjustable evolutionary parameters for truss optimization
and variable design parameter sliders for the multi-objective optimization of a cantilevered stadium roof (Mueller and Ochsendorf
2015; Brown et al. 2016). Their investigations champion
increased human involvement into the constraints and objectives
for structural design synthesis, acknowledging a holism between
architectural and engineering imperatives in early-stage design.
Others have progressed techniques beyond the conceptual
design stage to incorporate elements of physicality. To address
the limitation that most synthesis methods do not incorporate
usage feedback, Nourbakhsh et al. (2016) demonstrated a design
synthesis approach to generate a car chassis by using force
requirements measured from integrated sensors located on a
test chassis. Their procedure implies a tighter coupling between
making and redesign, inferring design requirements directly from
the physical performance of maneuvers by the test chassis in
stunt trials.
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practice allowing for the progressive discovery and procurement of information by the designer and tool, or stops short
of exploring its specific technical ramifications, particularly the
use of machine intelligence techniques. Because that assumption characterizes non-routine design, and proof of technical
feasibility will necessarily underlie the profitable adoption
of non-routine practices into software tools, we believe this
warrants additional research into the topic.

METHODS
Case Study and Foundations

Similarly, the Computational Making Group at MIT approaches
the embodiment of design constraints, but starts with a firm
theoretical and formal foundation. Their work begins on a pivotal
formulation of making activities as dynamic, improvisational,
and embodied processes for the generation and engagement of
material things (Knight and Vardouli 2015). Subsidiary explorations tackle the extension of shape grammars to material objects
and ask how this extension might promote design reasoning and
creativity through kinematic interaction (Knight 2015; Harrison,
Earl, and Eckhart 2015).

Residing in design and computer science, this investigation
aims to examine the potential for an iterative dialogue between
designer and software by engaging the improvisational nature
of making as a counterpoint to strict topology optimization. The
selected problem scope leverages the heuristic optimization
techniques often encountered in routine design synthesis tools
as a starting point, but instead uses them to explore programmable sheet material behavior through functionally graded
patterning in chair design. Contextually, this strategy re-engages
the mid-twentieth century challenge of transforming sheet materials into furniture, but updates it to the age of digital complexity.
Practically, it simplifies the physical solution space from three
dimensions to two.

However, these studies exhibit a fundamental limitation. Each
either foregoes the assumption that design is an iterative

As a case study, an optimization framework is constructed
to perform the functional grading of sheet materials through
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Example of fabricated LET joints
with varying deflection out of
plane.

4

LET joints described as a numerical
model.

5

LET joints simulated in ANSYS as
single joints (Left, Center) and an
array (Right).

6

The dimensioning of constituent
LET joints to match simulated
results (Left). Their distribution
across the edges of a 2D network
topology within the planar outline
of a flat-pack chair constituted a
design solution (Right).
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generated cut patterns to deform into and sustain an objective chair design under seated loading conditions. A series of
revisions are implemented on that framework, which examine
a potential symbiosis between the production of large datasets
and non-routine practices of making in design, organized as
Pattern Making and Pattern Learning. The former engages iterative
design as a supply of computer-generated design information to
foster user intuition and explore the design space on non-objective terms; the latter, as a supply of human-generated design
information to learn artifacts of user preference in the interest of
design software personalization.
Drawing from Compliant Mechanisms research at Brigham Young
University, the concentration began by establishing a set of
foundational principles and techniques for programming physical
matter through the design and simulation of lamina emergent
mechanisms (LEMs). LEMs are monolithic mechanical devices
fabricated from planar materials, or laminae, which achieve
mobility out of plane by the deflection of flexible components
(Jacobsen et al. 2010). When utilized as arrays, they have the
potential to perform sophisticated mechanical tasks despite
the simple topology of individual members. Lamina emergent
torsional (LET) joints, which achieve large elastic deflection
through the torsional behavior of their components, were chosen
as the base constituent of a functional patterning schema to
program sheet material behavior once populated into arrays
(Figures 3–5).

Simulation and Optimization Frameworks

The baseline framework for routine design synthesis was
constructed out of two primary elements: a simulation environment to computationally predict the behavior of complex LET
arrays and an optimization algorithm onto which the patterning
decisions could be offloaded (Figure 6). Programmable joint
behavior was first explored through a sequence of physical
models, finite element models in ANSYS Mechanical, and
numerical models based on the decomposition of LET joints into
beam components. To efficiently simulate the behavior of large,
computationally expensive material patterning, entire LET arrays
were represented in the Bullet physics engine as networks of
generic 6 degree-of-freedom constraints whose rotational stiffness was made to conform to results gathered from the previous
models. Simulation results were visualized in a Unity game engine
environment.
A system for pattern optimization was created, modeled on the
application of the genetic algorithm for the design optimization of multimaterial structures (here, the variable properties
of differently dimensioned LET joints function as a counterpart
to material alternatives) (König and Fadel 1999). The genetic
algorithm was chosen due to its extensibility to many parameters,
ease of implementation, and demonstrated good performance
on a wide range of problems. Solutions considered the dimensioning of constituent LET joints and their distribution across the
edges of a 2D network topology within the planar outline of a
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The GA optimization process was visualized in real-time within an interactive
Unity environment. An early-stage patterned chair has its material stiffness
manipulated, corresponding to the placement of a different LET joint type.

flat-pack chair (Figure 6). To make the design domain finite, the
freedom for programming material behavior was restricted to a
discrete set of dimensioned LET joints representing increments
of stiffness to material failure. These were represented as alleles
comprising a candidate’s chromosome. Fitness was measured
through a pattern array’s successful deformation out of plane
into a goal chair, as well as its ability to maintain that shape
under seated loading conditions in the Bullet physics engine, as
described (Figure 8).
Pattern Making

Under the dogma of strict routine optimization, the design
synthesis process is linear and sub-optimal solutions are justifiably scrapped: because the problem criteria are fixed, they will
never be more valuable than those which optimize the objective function. Thus, once the optimization has concluded, good
results and bad results alike may evaporate and any subsequent
problem proceeds oblivious of its predecessors. However, in a
non-routine design process, since the conditions for assessment
are inherently apt to change, the same design amnesia lacks
defense. With the introduction of new contextual information,
evaluation metrics can transform, which may warrant the reuse
of otherwise junked design data to help better understand the
solution space. Assuming non-routine design as a predicate
condition, the first revision examined how a retention of patternmaking and chair simulation data might assist those design
processes intended to be iterative and developmental.

8

Charted interactive optimization path comparing a black-box result (faded) with
an interactive result. The interactive path displays interaction events across
thousands of chair simulations, each of which were stored.

of solutions, results were saved as voxelated models describing
loaded chairs at equilibrium. The compact representations
characterized a given pattern’s phenotype and were stored as
high-dimensional vectors comparable across the entire history of
chair iterations (Figure 9, Top). Over time, this accumulation of
abandoned design simulations began to tell a story. By clustering the vector representations of these models and examining
design patterns in nearby groups (chairs which behave similarly),
the data could be used to understand the cause of such similar
behaviors, effectively pairing phenotype to genotype at scale
before communicating the results back to the designer through a
Processing interface (Figure 9, Bottom).

To recycle the tens of thousands of chair simulations which
would otherwise be thrown away with each new generation

This method had the benefit of saving time normally taken by
computationally expensive deep analysis, simply by salvaging a
byproduct of optimization. Likewise, it helped soften the tool’s
black-boxing, offering intuition as to why certain patterning operations produced idiosyncrasies in a chair’s behavior. Interactive
tools for material stiffness painting, the alteration of problem
criteria, and the manipulation of time scale were instituted in the
Unity environment to make the communicated results actionable
and to increase the designer’s sense of efficacy (Figures 7 and 8).
In similar fashion, a direct fabrication pipeline allowed laser cut
models to be exported quickly and produced cheaply for physical
verification and to serve as didactic models to supplement visual
reasoning with material engagement (Figure 10). Nevertheless,
the method’s role in non-routine design was still commensalistic,
in that it increased understanding of the problem space forthe
user but provided little exchange of agency for the algorithm to
explore.
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Resting chairs were voxelated and converted to high-dimensional vectors representing the presence or absence of voxels in 3D space (Top Left). The vector phenotypes
were a means comparing large sets of patterned chairs (Top Right). Groupings of behaviorally alike chairs were scanned for genotypic consistency, and made explorable in
a Processing-based interface. Dense lines represent clusters while thin lines correspond to novel solutions (Bottom).

A subsequent method re-employed the existing cache of chair
behaviors, now not as a library, but as a reference point to avoid,
ensuring new patterning solutions were marked not by optimality
but originality relative to their antecedents. This workflow largely
follows the novelty search algorithm proposed by Lehman and
Stanley (2011) as an alternative to an objective-based search for
finding solutions to ambitious or deceptive problems through
evolutionary computation. The main hypothesis advanced by
novelty search is to quantify the behavior (i.e., phenotype) of
individual solutions and reward those that diverge from an
archive of prior recorded behaviors, thereby creating a constant
pressure for originality. By computing the average distance of
any new individual in a defined behavior space with respect to
its k-nearest predecessors, dense regions of exploration can
be avoided in favor of sparser ones. In the method proposed,
rewarding sparseness is a means of filtering out stale design
information and a driver toward information gain in the system of
solutions considered.

When designing functionally patterned chairs, exploring by
novelty offered different gradients of information than those
exposed by estimated distance to a fixed objective: a novel
behaving chair didn’t necessarily conform to shape or properly
support human weight; it simply behaved differently in context;
drifting, coiling, reclining, or collapsing (Figure 8). Although the
solutions generated were sketches, in an iterative design process,
they could be repurposed as sketches for subsequent explorations. What they offered was not an endgame but a charrette-like
opportunity for glimpses at innovation, and new properties to
engage haptically and materially once fabricated.
Pattern Learning

Underlying the previous study was a deferral of agency to the
software tool to decide patterning operations. This owes much
to the complexity of the problem, which makes quickly solving it
humanly intractable. Likewise, most problems that lend themselves to optimization tend to be intractable, and are often
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solved at the expense of a designer’s intuition and subjectivity. In
the following investigation, a different relationship was crafted,
one intended to bypass the previous optimization methodology
altogether. In its place, an alternate framework was created
to allow the software tool to learn and refine a relationship
between pattern and material behavior without the use of digital
simulation. That closed loop feedback mechanism was instead
replaced entirely by physical iteration and user feedback.
Like the first, this project too originated from a body of physical testing whose output was a matrix of LEM cell types, unit
differentiation techniques, and patterning combination rules to
address producibility issues (Figure 11). However, distinct from
the first framework’s reliance on physically accurate simulation
models, the exercise in Pattern Learning began with no embedded
knowledge. Provided with arbitrary values (unbeknownst to the
tool) to describe the desired principal curvatures and material
stiffness on a per-cell basis, this framework was tasked with
learning its own generative system from scratch. An artificial
neural net classifier implemented in scikit-learn was trained to
map an array of these values—the desired principal curvatures
and stiffness values across each cell—with the pattern identities
of its neighbors to a member within the matrix of LEM cell types,
based on results fed back by the user (Pedregosa et al. 2011).
Feedback was supplied through a software interface in the form
of digital coloration—green for successful patterning and red for
failure—based on conclusions drawn after physical making. The
user could also paint pattern preferences over the software’s
attempts as a means of direct correction or biasing (Figure 11).
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Compared with closed-loop design synthesis, a reliance on physical media and human production as training material prolonged
the learning process. To maximally convert physical iterations into
learnable data, a sheet gridding system was instituted to generalize the learning problem to any independent square of material,
regardless of locality. Thus, every patterned cell would provide a
data set for training the classifier, though on a smaller problem
(Figures 13 and 14). The resulting feedback loop—physical
making, recording areas of success and failure, painting preferences, and implicitly retraining the ANN—served to capture the
embodied learning and pattern-making bias sustained by the user
from hands-on experience. Unlike the first framework, whose
agency was founded on the physical accuracy of a simulation
environment, this model held the role of an artifact synthesizing a recorded history of the user’s perceptions into its own
patterning biases (Figures 12–16).

RESULTS AND REFLECTION
Particularly as design problems become more complex, mainstream generative design software has an increasing capacity
to influence the wide public understanding and practice of
computational design and, in doing so, normalize the forfeiture
of agency to these tools. The damaging potential of this normalization for design is worrisome. It exists in the consensual loss of
authorship and the uniformity of design solutions that follows.
Theorist Mario Carpo (2011) describes one constraint of digital
design tools as “feed[ing] back onto the actions of their users.”
This effect, when compounded with foregone agency, prophesies
a loss of diversity in design and, perhaps also, a loss of curiosity
in its practice.

Pattern Making and Learning Moorman

11
10 A direct fabrication pipeline allowed
laser cut models to be exported for
physical verification and testing,
enabling a tight correspondence
between the digital environments
and physical models.

13

11 The feedback loop consisting of an
ANN classifier trained to associate
curvature and desired stiffness
values across gridded material cells
with LEM cell types based on user
input. User feedback was provided
via a Processing interface for
digital coloration, corresponding to
physical successes and failures, and
material painting (Top).
12 Larger fabrication output from the
ANN classifier.
13 Smaller fabrication output from the
ANN classifier.

12

14

14 An example coloration of success
and failure remapped onto the
physical output of Figure 13.
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15 The classifier synthesized a recorded history of the user’s perceptions into
patterning biases specific to the user’s process of exploration and feedback.

16 Closeup of the example cut pattern produced as a result of patterning biases
integrated into the classifier.

From the two studies in Pattern Making and Pattern Learning, we
may distill a set of principles for applying non-routine design
strategies to the optimization framework of routine design
synthesis. First is the use of its digital refuse to expand designer
intuition by exposing how the tool searches the solution space.
In traditional workflows, a designer’s intent is embodied in
the design; it is an implicit form of knowledge. In a generative
design workflow, that design intent is explicitly described in
every constraint added throughout. When we preserve design
intent, we may certainly speed iteration and amass a collection
of data for machine learning in the future. But we may also offer
evidence for how a system rationalizes against a user’s design
and goals. And when a tool’s search methods are decipherable, the resulting mutual improvement breeds mutual reliance.
Removing the notion of a targeted solution and exploring for
originality may then provide a complementary exercise, enlarging
the extent of explored designs. With more opportunity to a
develop material intuition, a stronger unity may be built.

bloodlines: by asserting design as an embodied process, situatedness and preference are made critical components, and the
homogeneity inflicted by digital tools on their users might be
softened. When that situatedness is folded back into a generative system, we can mitigate the prescriptiveness inherited from
the original author of the software. It too becomes an embodiment of the user and process, blurring the partition of agency
between computer, user, and the design practice itself.

It is equally important to acknowledge that there is contextual information uncaptured by any given problem definition
for design synthesis. In the Pattern Learning exploration, this
warranted the use of interaction and physical testing as a
substitute. Admittedly, some of this contextual information
is subjective, naturally accumulated through the biased decision-making of any exploratory design process; non-routine
design strategies inherently impose their own personality. But
in doing so, they also dispute the prominence of software

Altogether, the techniques presented are intended to be provocative and educational. Their purpose is to catalyze the future
consumption of non-linear design strategies and provide instruction for how to move forward. They are not, however, infallible.
Before these methods can mature into proficient and generic
resources for design exploration, some further investigation is
required. It will be necessary to develop procedures for designing
better quality phenotype representations and for their validation;
models for behavior must settle between over-representation
(requiring too much data to store) and uselessness (improperly
portraying the design context). The shortcomings of the strategy
selected were the difficulty of comparing among high-dimensional vectors and the inability to capture chair behavior under
multiple loading scenarios. Broadly, there is a strong motivation
to create representational techniques able to accommodate
varying degrees of problem generalization and design abstraction. More flexible techniques should allow a transition between
pre-inventive forms and concrete solutions for a specification of
the design problem over time.
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Similarly, improvements could be made to more intuitively
capture feedback from exercises in physical making. While an
interactive interface for painting material success or failure was
certainly adequate, through the application of natural language
processing or computer vision techniques, the exchange might
be made more natural and less obstructive. In general, conjoining
objectively optimal results with subjective bias, effectively
merging the two studies, will be an inspiration for future work.

CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrates that by modifying the existing optimization framework for routine design synthesis, we can begin to
engage the reciprocal feedback from non-routine practices in a
manner that profits both the designer and tool. These concepts
are tested and refined through the generation of functionally graded patterning in chair design via a custom interactive
synthesis framework. By retaining computer- and human-generated information across iterations, we gain the potential to
foster user intuition in optimization settings and may instigate
the personalization of generative software, folding user intuition
into the digital synthesis itself. As the growing availability of
computing resources enables “generative design” tools to drive
the opposing position at the expense of user agency, this and
future work will hopefully encourage such tools to embrace the
embodied learning inherent to design as an iterative exercise.
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